Create
premium,
high-impact
UV coated
applications

Build visual and textural appeal
to drive engagement with
printed pieces for your clients.
Add a luxurious touch to set postcards apart
and help brands attract more customers
The competition to stand out in the marketplace, whether an upscale
restaurant, retail store or consulting firm, has never been more fierce.
At the same time, luxury and perceived high-end services and products
are achieving enormous success. Helping your customers achieve a
luxurious look and feel in their printed materials, whether on postcards,
business cards, brochures, or customer loyalty program materials has
never been more attainable.

Look to Ricoh for a turnkey approach
Ricoh offers everything you need to turn ordinary printed output into premium pieces for your customers. With the proper
tools, a simple workflow from file design to printing, coating and finishing enables your business to deliver high-value
applications in as few manual steps as possible. It's an affordable option for customers, and more profitable for you.
The RICOH Pro C9200 Series Graphic Arts Edition Sheet-fed Digital Presses handle high-volume print workloads with ease
while delivering impeccable color consistency and image quality. With support for media up to 470 gsm and sheets up to
49.6" you can create dramatic oversized applications or simply maximize your media to reduce handling and labor. Leveraging
Adobe Illustrator® design software you can quickly and easily determine areas where spot UV coating will be applied to
highlight an image or logo, or create a tactile texture on the page. The Duplo DDC-810 Spot UV Coater with varnish DUV330
quickly and affordably applies a spot varnished treatment to printed pages, and the Duplo Cutter Creaser DC-646 finishes your
seamless workflow with clean cuts for crisp page edges, and consistent folds and creases.

Ricoh offers an end-to-end solution.
1. Design

Original file with
crop marks

2. Print

Export Illustrator
file to PDF

3. Finish — UV Coated with UV Gloss Varnish

RICOH Pro C9200 Series
Duplo DDC-810 Spot UV
Coater with UV Gloss varnish

UV Coat design file
with crop marks

Duplo Cutter Creaser
DC-646

Export Illustrator
file to PDF

Key benefits:
• Help printed applications immediately stand out
with a luxury, polished aesthetic on jobs from
business cards to brochures and direct mail
campaigns
• Create both visual and tactile appeal to boost
end-user engagement with printed pieces via
multiple senses
• Leverage an affordable equipment investment to
create years of premium revenue streams
• Achieve outstanding results with a simple,
intuitive workflow
• Align design files and required input for spot UV
coating using the included support tools

Hardware:
The RICOH Pro C9200 Series Graphic Arts Edition
Sheet-fed Digital Presses produce vibrant color and stunning
image quality while offering oversized media capabilities
and support for substrates up to a remarkable 470 gsm.

Software:
Adobe Illustrator® is one of the widely adopted design
software solutions in the industry and provides a broad
range of tools to create precise printed output.

Finishing:
The Duplo DDC-810 Spot UV Coater with varnish DUV330
creates a visual and textural impact on a wide array of
printed applications. The Duplo Cutter Creaser DC-646
quickly creates beautifully-finished pieces with clean edges
and crisp folds.
Engage Ricoh to install, deploy and provide training
on this complete solution to further ensure your
success at every stage.

For more information and to see samples contact your local sales representative or visit Ricoh-USA.com
Ricoh is empowering digital workplaces using innovative technologies and services enabling individuals to work smarter. For more than 80
years, Ricoh has been driving innovation and is a leading provider of document management solutions, IT services, commercial and industrial
printing, digital cameras and industrial systems.
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